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Continuous quality improvement cycle is essential in educational systems allowing institutions to meet the evolving needs

of the market. As such, it is required by all accreditation agencies. Curriculum revision is a critical step of this cycle. This

study proposes a modelling paradigm to automate the design, analysis and improvement of curriculum. Based on proven

theoretical principles, this novel graph-based approach captures both pre-requisite and cognitive dependencies among

courses, enabling an optimal learning environment for students. The presented tool allows an easy and fast analysis of the

impact of potential course revisions on all other courses, hence enabling a better continuous quality improvement process,

thus providing benefits to many stakeholders in the education system, namely managers, instructors, students and

employers. The proposed modelling paradigm is explained and illustrated on a capstone project course offered in the

College of Computer Science and IT.
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1. Introduction

Continuous quality improvement is fundamental

for enhanced quality and sustainability, as a

system that does not improve will sooner or later

become outdated. Educational systems are no

exception to this rule, particularly in an era of

global competitiveness where programs’ standardi-
zation and harmonization are constantly sought

especially formutual recognition. Continuous qual-

ity improvement is also required by many accred-

itation organizations around the world, e.g.,

(ABET).

In broad terms, the continuous quality improve-

ment cycle can be defined as a sequence of course

revision based on observations and feedback gath-
ered over some period of time. The repeated set of

steps consists of first defining program learning

outcomes ensuring alignment with the mission of

the institution, translating these program outcomes

into relevant student learning outcomes for each

course, then measuring them through sound assess-

ments, and comparing with desired criteria or

standards. The loop is closed through careful eva-
luation of comparisons results, identification of

potential causes for undesirable outcomes and

hence proposedmodifications as potential improve-

ments. These revisions most of the time will imply

modifications of courses, that can vary from minor

changes in an individual course (e.g., new text-book,

adjusted pacing to spend more time on a particular

topic) to major changes in the curriculum (e.g.,
introduction of a new course). Courses in a curri-

culum are intrinsically connected to each other,

hence modification in a course can affect other

courses. It is necessary to investigate its potential

impacts before implementing any revision. Such an

investigation necessitates a global view of the curri-

culum instead of a localized view of a particular

course. Given the large of number of courses in a

curriculum, and various types of dependencies
among them, conducting this analysis manually

would be extremely time-consuming and prone to

errors. Studies even report how faculty members

have negative views regarding accreditation, as they

perceive the related activities as an extra work over-

whelmingly disrupting them from other important

objectives [1]. An automated solution would allow a

faster and more accurate evaluation of program
curricula, while encouraging faculty’s involvement

in the process.

A crucial step of developing an automated tool is

to choose an appropriate modelling paradigm,

which captures all the necessary information for a

sound and complete analysis, and yet is not cumber-

some and allows fast processing. In this research, a

novel Colored Petri Nets (CPNs) based modelling
paradigm is presented which allows a systematic

analysis of curricula and helps the decision making

of university administrators. Indeed, CPNs can

capture various type of dependencies among

courses, while allowing an easy and fast analysis

of the impact of potential course revisions on all

other courses. The management may use this model

to verify the optimal alignment of courses of an
existing curriculum, or a curriculum under modifi-
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cation for example in the context of the continuous

quality improvement procedure, for the benefit of

many stakeholders in the education system. The

purpose of this paper is thus to present a modelling

paradigm that integrates proven educational theo-

retical principles to automate the design, analysis
and improvement of curriculum.

2. Related literature

In the following, the literature is reviewed with

respect to three aspects of the proposed framework.

The first section identifies important course-depen-

dencies through pertinent educational theories.

Then, important works on continuous quality

improvement cycle are summarized highlighting

the gap that this current research is aiming to fill.
Finally, studies utilizing Petri Nets for curriculum

modeling are summarized, showing that classical

Petri Nets are not sufficient to capture the necessary

information.

2.1 Courses dependencies

It is common while designing an individual course

to make assumptions about the background and

ability of students. A wrong assumption can result
in failure for under prepared students, boredom for

over prepared students, and frustration for the

instructor in both cases [2]. Therefore, it is impor-

tant to understand how courses are related with

each other.

The most known type of dependency is the pre-

requisite dependency. This can be defined as ‘‘the

skills and information necessary to succeed in a
given instructional unit within a curriculum’’ [3].

Typically, a pre-requisite requires students to take

classes before a course.With the increasing demand

from employers for innovation, creativity and

entrepreneurship, universities have been more and

more interested in higher cognitive skills like analy-

sis and design. Many studies propose to increase

these skills through group work [4], problem-sol-
ving based learning [5], or lately design thinking [6].

However, according to Cognitive Load theory

[7, 8]—a theory that stipulates that learning is

impaired when the load imposed on the student by

a particular learning task exceeds the limited capa-

city of working memory—the acquisition of higher

cognitive skills can be optimized with the learner’s

familiarity with the topic [9, 10]; that is to say when
students need to recall a new topic, then describe,

and finally to apply it throughout the curriculum,

then acquisition of higher analytic ability related to

this topic is facilitated. In this research, this phe-

nomenon is called cognitive dependency.

2.2 Continuous quality improvement and

curriculum verification

There are numerous studies in the literature addres-

sing different aspects of the continuous quality

improvement cycle. Many proposed solutions are

tailored to specific departments. Turhan et al.

describes the process followed by the Computer

Engineering and Software Engineering programs
at Atilim University, granting the institution Eur-

opean accreditation [11]. Alidrisi presents a metho-

dological approach to construct a study plan, and

successfully applies the method on the Department

of Industrial Engineering at King Abdulaziz Uni-

versity [12]. Min et al. showed that assessment and

evaluation towards continuous improvement can be

deliberately and systematically conducted in the
context of an Industrial Engineering program [13].

Anoverall rubric-based framework is applied by the

computer engineering department at King Saud

University in [14]. Brumm et al. present a compe-

tency-based outcomes assessment system for the

Agricultural Engineering Program at Iowa State

University [15]. Abu-Jdayil and Al-Attar discussed

the direct assessment methods used in the Chemical
Engineering Program for a continuous improve-

ment process at the United Arab Emirates Univer-

sity [16]. In [17], authors shared how they assessed

the program based on outcomes, an experience

ending with the ABET accreditation at the EE

Department. In [18], Alarifi et al. proposes a ‘‘Soft-

ware Engineering curricula evaluation and devel-

opment process that focuses on filling the software
skill gaps in the industry’’. In [19], Mills et al.

describe a ‘‘two-level framework for information

systems curriculum design, assessments and

improvements’’. These studies define in detail the

various steps of continuous quality improvement;

however, the proposed processes are not fully auto-

mated, and mainly rely on manual work from

committees.
In an attempt to automate the process, semantic

representation is proposed to model a complete

curriculum using OWL ontology, thus enabling

the continuous improvement process [20]. A web

based interface is presented in [21] to support the

course assessment process. In the web-based soft-

ware presented in [22], the authors also consider

cognitive dependency and acknowledge that in a
chain of courses with increasing expertise, the

cognitive level should increase. Similarly, in [23],

authors compare IS 2002 and IS 2010with respect to

pre-requisites and concluding depth of knowledge,

and they show that depth of knowledge is reached

with pre-requisites especially if these are usefully

implemented. Nevertheless, the proposed meth-

odologies lack a mechanism to verify cognitive
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dependencies between prerequisite courses. There

also exists a few commercial products promising a

ready-made curriculum mapping solution, e.g.,

Rubicon Atlas (by Rubicon International), Illios

(open source software by the University of Califor-

nia, San Francisco), eMed (by the University of
New South Wales), and Prudentia# (by the Uni-

versity of Notre Dame). Once again, none of these

software products are based on a curriculum frame-

work that verify cognitive dependencies.

On the other hand, studies that focus on cognitive

dependencies expressing program outcomes with

action verbs following Bloom’s taxonomy [24],

like Besterfield-Sacre et al who propose a universal
framework applicable to all engineering disciplines

[25], Almarshoud suggesting a framework tailored

to some electrical engineering courses [26], or

Holmes et al. proposing a mapping software tool

that streamlines and standardizes the competency

mapping process [27], do not address design and

implementation of remedial action through courses

revision.
Finally, many studies also focus on the design of

curriculum, a highly complex problem given the

many possibilities of arranging courses per semester

and per year. Lately, researchers abstracted the

curriculum design issue as an optimization problem

and proposed various heuristic applications from

computer science. For example,Wanguses a genetic

algorithm to arrange an optimal curriculum [28]; in
[29], authors present a curriculum support engine as

a web-based application where visual representa-

tion of courses per year / semester alongwith pre/co-

requisite dependency facilities the design, revision,

evaluation and update of curriculum; inWang et al.

the curriculum evaluation problem is addressed

using a fuzzy-logic based model to assess its ration-

ality, where rationality is defined as some ratio of
freely elective vs elective and required courses [30].

However, these approaches only work where

courses for a program curriculum are already set,

and does not allow checking for incoherence that

may result from changing a course content.

2.3 Petri net modelling of curriculum

Petri-nets have beenwidely applied for themodeling

and evaluation of a variety of workflow processes.

They have also been used to model educational

systems as the existing causal dependencies can be

considered as a workflow system. Petri-net based

modelling of a curriculum has been shown useful in

investigating its consistency in terms of prerequisite

dependency and other institution specific con-
straints (e.g., the number of times a course can be

taken, or the maximum number of years allowed in

the program) [31]. In [32], authors discuss how to

construct Petri net models of individual courses, the

whole curriculum, a test, and student learn-flow.

They have also been widely applied to web-based

education for modelling of e-learning [33–35], or to

construct individual learning paths on the basis of

generalized competencies systems [36, 37]. While all

past studies model pre-requisite dependency, none
of them consider the cognitive dependency.

3. The proposed modelling for curriculum
design, assessment and improvement

The previous section demonstrated the serious gap

existing between methods of curriculum design and

proven theoretical principles in instruction. This

research proposes a framework pedagogically

sound to fill that gap, while enabling automation

of the process.

3.1 Proposed curriculum framework

Combining both types of dependencies presented in

the previous section, we can say that a pre-requisite

should enable the student acquires a higher level of
cognitive ability in the course. In other words, the

usefulness of having pre-requisites comes from the

potential to increase the student’s ‘‘depth of knowl-

edge’’. This can be enabled by ensuring that a course

and its pre-requisite courses not only cover some

common set of topics, but the cognitive skills of

these common topics are also incrementally aligned.

That is to say, in order tominimize cognitive load on
students, lower cognitive skills are mastered before

higher cognitive skills are introduced, hence an

optimized learning environment is created.

The simplified curriculum inFig. 1 is representing

five courses C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5, where C1 is a

pre-requisite course to C4, and both C2 and C3 are

pre-requisite courses to C5. Courses C1, C2, and C3

are all offered in the same semester, and C4 and C5
are offered in the following semester. In this exam-

ple, the two sub-graphs (C1, C4), and (C2, C3, C5)

form two dependency chains.

Topics and skills can be expressed in various

formats depending on codes that are used to

describe them in the syllabus, hence this is institu-
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tion-dependent. In this research paper, they are

defined based on the course learning outcomes

(CLOs) as a couple (T, CL), where T stands for

the topic andCL stands for the cognitive level that is

associated with each CLO. After successful comple-

tion of a course, students will acquire the skills that
are described in the course CLOs, hence we can say

that the Post-Conditions of a course are identical to

its CLOs.On the other hand, the Pre-Conditions for

a course reflect the incremental alignment of cogni-

tive skills with courses in its dependency chain. They

are defined according to the cognitive level of the

CLOs. Bloom defines six major categories of cogni-

tive levels, from the simplest namely Knowledge,
through Comprehension, Application, Analysis,

Synthesis, and Evaluation which is the most com-

plex [24]. Some institutionsmay prefer that students

are explicitly taught all the cognitive levels until the

program objective is reached (e.g., for a program

objective that targets the application level skills in

topic A, the student will have to go through courses

covering Knowledge level to topic A, then Compre-
hension level, then finally Application level),

whereas another institution may deem their stu-

dents capable of skipping some steps (e.g., students

can be taught Knowledge, Comprehension and

Application level skills in topic A in one semester).

The exact approach to apply here is institution-

dependent.

Continuing with the same illustration, Table 1
shows hypothetical CLOs for the courses depicted

inFig. 1. The columnPost-Conditions is identical to

the column CLOs. The Pre-Conditions are defined

in the third column of Table 1. In this example it is

assumed that students do not need explicitly to go

through lower cognitive levels, therefore courses C1

and C3, which aim for Comprehension level mas-

tery, do not have pre-conditions. Similarly, courses
C2 and C4 also do not have pre-conditions, as they

aim for Application level mastery. However, course

C5, which aims to teach Analysis level mastery,

necessitates the student to have an existing Applica-

tion level mastery before taking the course.

Since course alignment is aimed to provide an

optimized learning environment, it is crucial early in

the design stages of a curriculum to ensure that
courses are defined accordingly. Also, later in the

life cycle, this alignment needs to be preserved even

after curriculum modification. The verification of

alignment is an iterative process including the

following steps:

Process Topic/Course/Curriculum Alignment Verifi-

cation

1. Repeat, for each course Ci in the curriculum:

a. List topics T that will be covered

b. For each topic Tj:

i. Identify the cognitive level CL(i,j) that is

aimed

ii. Define the post-condition applying the

institution policy

iii. Backtrack in the pre-requisite dependency

chain until either the topic Tj is found or

until the chain ends

iv. If the topic Tj is found in the pre-requisite

dependency chain

1. Identify the cognitive level CL(k,j) that is

mastered

2. If the topic was covered with a cognitive

level that satisfies the institution

requirements (e.g., CL(k,j) =CL(i,j)), then

this topic is aligned

c. If all topics are found to be aligned, then this

course is cognitively aligned with its pre-requi-

site courses

2. If all courses are found to be aligned, then the

curriculum is aligned

The curriculum evaluation for alignment of

courses is a tedious process and a manual imple-

mentation would be extremely time-consuming and

prone to errors. Hence the need for an automated

analytic method.

3.2 CPN and CPN tools

As explained in previous sections, a complete curri-

culum model needs to capture both pre-requisite

and cognitive dependencies of courses, as both are

crucial in enabling optimal learning conditions.

Petri nets are a powerful modeling tool with a

well-defined mathematical foundation and a corre-

sponding graphical representation that makes them
easy to understand while enabling carrying out

simulations and verifications [38]. However, classi-

cal PetriNets only allowone typeof token, therefore

it is not possible to use them for modeling both pre-

requisite and cognitive dependency. On the other

hand, Colored Petri Nets (CPNs) combine the

capabilities of Petri nets with the capabilities of a
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Table 1. Learning outcomes and corresponding pre- and post-conditions

Course CLOs Pre-conditions Post-conditions

C1 Topic A, Comprehension None Topic A, Comprehension
C2 Topic B, Application None Topic B, Application
C3 Topic C, Comprehension None Topic C, Comprehension
C4 Topic A, Application None Topic A, Application
C5 Topic B, Analysis Topic B, application Topic B, Analysis



high-level programming language, allowing the

definition of multiple data types [39].

CPNs visual representation consists of a bipartite

graph where places are connected through directed

edges to transitions. Places represent system states,

and transitions describe events that are changing the
system states. Each place in a CPN can be marked

with one or more colored tokens, that is to say a

token with a data value attached to it. Both the

number of tokens and their colour per places define

the state of the system. The transition is enabled

when (1) all input places are marked with tokens of

the type that is associated with the respective input

edge, (2) variables from different input edges eval-
uate conflict-free, and (3) the transition predicate

evaluates to ‘‘true’’. After the transition is fired, the

tokens are re-distributed according to incoming and

outgoing arc values, to reach a new state [38]. There

exist several software packages to construct and

manipulate CPN models. The author used CPN

Tools to edit, simulate an analyze CPN models in

this research [40].

3.3 CPN modelling of courses

In the proposed modeling paradigm, the CPN
model represents a dependency chain in a curricu-

lum with the cognitive dependencies modeled as

colored tokens. The set of courses in this depen-

dency chain determines the transitions in the bipar-

tite graph. In other words, each transition

represents the action of taking a course. The status

of students in this system is defined in terms of

semesters in the program, therefore places stand
for the level (e.g., Fall of Freshman, Spring of

Freshman, Fall of Sophomores). An incoming arc

to a transition list the skills acquired so far in the

curriculum (union of post-conditions for all courses

taken so far). An expression guarding each course

ensures that the transition is enabled only when pre-

requisite skills necessary for that course have
already been acquired in past courses (when pre-

conditions are satisfied). This is to enforce cognitive

dependency. An outgoing arc from a transition to a

place enumerates the skills that are newly acquired

after passing this course (post-conditions), in other

words they produce the number of colored tokens

representing these new skills and propagate them to

the connected place. This model, through the
colored tokens, enables propagation of the achieved

skills, only allowing the firing of transitions where

pre-conditions are fulfilled.

The bipartite graph representing the dependency

chain ending with the course C5 in Fig. 1 is depicted

in Fig. 2. The CPN model contains four places

(drawn as ellipses), namely Level 0 that is the initial

state, Level 1 that represents the student status after
completion of the 1st semester, Level 2 that repre-

sents the student status after completion of the 2nd

semester, and pre[C5] that is used to explicitly define

the pre-conditions of course C5; three transitions

(drawn as rectangular boxes), namely C1, C3, and

C5 that stand for the three courses encountered in

the dependency chain ending with C5; and directed

arcs connecting places and transitions. The state
level 1 is defined by acq_C2 (skills acquired after

passing course C2, that is to say the couple (B,

Application) standing for Application level of

Topic B) and acq_C3 (skills acquired after passing
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course C3, that is to say (C, Comprehension)).

Similarly, Level 2 is defined by acq_C5 (that is to

say (B, Analysis)), where Level 0 models no

acquired skills yet.

A transition executes by removing tokens from its

input places (places succeeding to the transition)
and it adds tokens to its output places (places

following the transition). Arc expressions, which

are indicated in the arcs, define the colors of the

tokens that are moved from input places to output

places as a consequence of the transition happening.

One can see in Fig. 2, that in order for transition C5

to occur (in other words, in order for a student to

enroll to course C5), the student must have accu-
mulated from the first semester tokens equivalent to

pre_C5, that is to say (B, Application) which

corresponds to the pre-conditions of C5. If this

condition is not fulfilled, the transition C5 will not

be fired, indicating that cognitive dependency is not

fulfilled, as C5 is not aligned with previous courses.

A marking of the CPN model is defined in terms

of the tokens on the places. InFig. 2 (a), themarking
shows no tokens in any place, hence this is the initial

marking. An execution of a CPNmodel is described

in terms of sequence of runs, indicating the transi-

tional markings. Fig. 2 (b) shows themarking of the

model in Fig. 1, after one run which corresponds to

one semester in the curriculum. One can understand

that transitions C2 and C3 have been fired, conse-

quently the tokens (B, Application) and (C, Com-
prehension) have been placed into place Level 1,

hence the number 2 indicating these two tokens.

Fig. 2 (c) shows the marking of the model in Fig. 2

(b), after another semester. We understand that

transition C5 has been fired by consuming the

token (B, Application), which is the pre-condition

to take course C5, and a new token (B, analysis) has

been propagated to the place Level 2, indicated with
the circle 1 on its top. This is in fact the finalmarking

as there is no further possible transactions.

Note that each transition holds all the necessary

and sufficient information regarding the course it

represents in terms of pre- and post-conditions.

Hence, this is a decentralized modeling approach

where modifying a course in a curriculum requires

changing the corresponding place only without
altering the rest of the model. Also, since this

research is not about individual students learn-

flows, the set of acquired skills does not need to be

modeled per course and can be modeled per seme-

ster without any loss of generality. Thus, this CPN

model is always a linear net with no backward arcs

hence the number of reachable states is over-

bounded by |C| x |S| with C the set of all courses in
the net, and S the set of semesters included in the net,

which allows preventing from the state explosion

problem [38].

3.4 Interpretation of simulation results

CPNmodels can be used to simulate the behavior of

systems, investigate different scenarios, and analyze

system properties using the state space method [40].

The state space method consists of executing the

CPNmodel and automatically generating all reach-

able states (called a state space). Analyzing its state-

space, the system can be verified to be deadlock free.
One can also check reachability of some given state

[38]. When these properties are not satisfied, the

state-space analysis also provides a counterexam-

ple, that is to say a system execution that shows why

the property does not hold, which can be very

helpful in correcting the problem.

The state-space analysis of a CPN-modeled cur-

riculum gives very valuable feedback about the
alignment of topics and courses in the dependency

chain. Starting from the initial marking (e.g.,

Fig. 2), if the final state can be reached (for example,

Fig. 2 (c)), this indicates that topics covered in

courses in the pre-requisite dependency are covered

with increasing cognitive skills. On the other hand,

the presence of a deadlock proves that there is a

problem in the curriculum, either in terms of order-
ing of courses (perquisite-dependency) or skills

covered in courses (cognitive dependency). A step

by step simulation can identify when the deadlock is

happening, that is to say, one can identify exactly

the pre-requisite that have not been fulfilled. This

information can be very helpful in the decision-

taking to correct the problem, as explained in the

next section.

3.5 Decision support for curriculum modification

TheCPNbased curriculummodeling paradigm that

has been introduced in detail in the previous section
can be used by university managers (e.g., deans and

department heads) and facultymembers for various

purposes.

As part of a continuous quality improvement

cycle, a course revision may suggest modifying

skills (either topic, or cognitive level, or both)

covered in a certain course. However, we under-

stand from pre-requisite and cognitive dependen-
cies that a modification applied to a course can

seriously impact other courses. The CPN modeling

and state space analysis allows identifying from a

global perspective which other courses (if any) will

be impacted by a local modification in a course. A

deadlockwill happenwhen at least one pre-requisite

skill necessary to enroll to a course is not fulfilled.

Two types of deadlocks can be distinguished: (1) a
mismatch is when the topic in the pre-requisite has

been taught but covering a lower cognitive level

than the one required, (2) a broken link happens

when the topic in the pre-requisite has never been
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taught in the past courses. Hence, identified dead-

locks not only indicate an issue, but also provide

valuable information to design a solution, and

protect from making things worse while trying to
fix some issues identified through the quality

improvement cycle.

A broken link indicates a very serious problem

as the related topic has not been taught in courses

that appear earlier in the dependency chain. It is

possible that this topic is covered in a previous

course, but this previous course is not included in

the pre-requisite chain. If this is the case, then the
solution is as easy as adding this previous course

in the pre-requisite chain. This is necessary to

restore the broken link. On the other hand, if

the topic related to the broken link has really not

been covered previously, then either this topic can

be added to a previous course in the pre-requisite

chain, or the necessary teaching arrangement

needs to be done to make sure that this topic
can be covered up to a higher cognitive level in the

course with the broken link. Then the broken link

will be restored by relaxing the pre-requisite (since

the course will cover all the cognitive levels up to

the aimed upper level), see Fig. 3 for the flow-

chart.

A mismatch indicates that the related topic has

been taught in courses that appear earlier in the
dependency chain, but the reached cognitive com-

petencies are lower than expected. It is possible that

this topic is covered in a previous course, but this

previous course is not included in the pre-requisite

chain. If this is the case, then this previous course

needs to be investigated and checked if it deserves to

be in pre-requisite chain or not. If not, then either
the cognitive level of past coverage needs to be

adjusted, or the necessary teaching arrangement

needs to be done to make sure that this topic can

be covered up to a higher cognitive level in the

course with the mismatch. Hence, the mismatch

will be fixed by relaxing the pre-requisite. See

Fig. 4 for details of the flowchart for the mismatch

case.
The presented CPN model can also be used as a

tool to identify issues in an existing curriculum.

Indeed, the analysis of the CPN model of a curri-

culum will identify misalignment problem of

courses and their skills with respect to dependencies

that intrinsically tie them together. Sometimes,

faculty observe lack of readiness of students while

taking a course, but it is hard to identify exactly
where is the weak link in past courses and hence to

design an action plan towards a solution. In the next

section, a real-life example illustrates these second

type of use of CPN modeling of curriculum. In any

case, the type of the deadlock reveals very valuable

information about the source of the problem, and

guides in addressing it.

The system diagram in Fig. 5 pictures the con-
tinuous quality improvement cycle for a typical

four-year engineering curriculum (following

ABET main guidelines). The proposed CPN
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model can easily be integrated into the continuous

quality improvement cycle, as part of the depart-

mental evaluation process and decision making, for

analyzing and maintaining any engineering curri-
culum.

4. Practical evaluation

Capstone projects are completing the engineering

educational program through a learning experience

integrating many of the student outcomes, espe-
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cially aiming higher cognitive skills increasing stu-
dents’ employability like creativity and critical

thinking [41]. For this reason, CIS 511, one of the

capstone project course at the author’s College

(College of Computer Science and IT), has been

analyzed to evaluate the proposed modeling para-

digm.

4.1 Courses description

The capstone project course spans two semesters,

with CIS 511 Project Proposal, followed by CIS 521

Project Implementation. In CIS511, students work

in groups of 4 or 5 to analyze anddesign a real-world

or large-scale system. Students report and present
their project plan, system requirements and final

design to an evaluation committee seeking their

approval before moving on with CIS 521, that is

to say the implementation.

Students work under the supervision and gui-

dance of a faculty advisor that they meet regularly,

but the course format is different from classical

courses as it does not have formal lectures. There-
fore, the challenge of the course is not in learning

new skills. Rather, the challenge is to integrate a

wide range of technical and soft skills acquired

throughout the curriculum, in the context of a

large-scale problem.

Although students encountered several courses

with a project component in the past years, jury

members lately argued about students’ prepared-
ness for CIS 511. They especially witnessed weak-

nesses in (1) project idea selection, (2) modeling, (3)

reporting abilities, (4) presenting skills, and (5)

understanding the difference between project and

product, although all of these skills were covered in

previous courses such as IT Project Management,

Systems Analysis and Design, and Technical

Reports.
The dependency chain of CIS 511 involves 14

courses (seeFig. 6). In order to build theCPNmodel

of CIS 511, the necessary skills and acquired skills

need to be identified for all courses present in its

dependency chain. As explained in section 2, these
skills can be expressed in various format depending

on codes that are used to describe them in the

syllabus, hence this is institution-dependent. This

course belongs to an ABET accredited college, thus

theABETOutcomes have been adopted asProgram

Outcomes, describing knowledge, and skills that

students acquire as they evolve through the pro-

gram. Consequently, for all courses in the curricu-
lum, their Course Learning Outcomes are mapped

to the Program Outcomes. Thus, in this research

skills are defined as a two-tuple (PO, CL), where PO

represents the corresponding Program Outcome

(defined from A to Z), which are sometimes further

refined as sub-outcomes (defined with numbers);

and CL represents the cognitive level which is

derived from the action verb that is used in the
course learning objectives analyzed from a contex-

tual perspective of the sentence meaning. For the

necessary skills, it is assumed that students do not

need explicitly to go through lower cognitive levels

(knowledge, comprehension, and application),

whereas higher cognitive skills (analysis and

beyond) necessitate that students are accustomed

to the topic by lower cognitive skills in previous
courses. However, this is only true for structured

courses, which are lecturing students. For CIS 511,

which is not a structured course with lecturing, and

where the challenge lies in the integration of existing

skills towards solving a large-scale problem, it is

assumed that the necessary skills are identical to the

skills that will be acquired. Table 2 shows the

resulting listing of necessary and acquired skills
for all courses involved in the CIS 511 dependency

chain.

4.2 The Colored Petri Net model corresponding to

the capstone project course

The CPN model corresponding to the capstone

project CIS 511 (Fig. 7) contains 8 places corre-

sponding to the status in terms of completed seme-

sters (here called levels), and 14 places that are used
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to represent the prerequisite skills for the 14 courses

that need to be passed before enrolling to CIS 511.

Therefore, there are 14 transitions representing
these 14 courses. The arcs connecting level places

to transitions, along with arcs from prerequisite

places to transitions ensure that the prerequisite

skills, as specified in the second column of Table 2,

have already been acquired in previous courses. The

arcs connecting transitions to level places update the

new set of skills, as specified in the third column of

Table 2, which are acquired after completing a

course. Fig. 7 also corresponds to the initial mark-

ing, while the final marking is reached when the

current curriculum allows enrolling to the capstone

project CIS 511 with all its prerequisites fulfilled by

previous courses, in other words ensuring an opti-
mized learning experience in terms of cognitive

load.

4.3 Results and discussions

The simulation of the CPN model of CIS 511

encountered in total eleven deadlocks, revealing

issues in the existing curriculum. Obviously, the

final marking is not reachable with the existing

pre-requisite and cognitive level dependencies.

Table 3 lists for each deadlock the discrepancies
that were encountered between the required skills

and available skills, indicating whether the issue is a

broken link or a mismatch.

Among these results, the deadlocks directly

related to CIS 511, namely 4 broken links and 2

mismatches (line 6 to 11 in Table 3), are congruent

with results previously obtained from a tedious

manual backtracking of the same course [42].More-
over, the modeling and automated analysis pre-

sented in this research also identified the issues

related to other courses (lines 1 to 5 in Table 3)

that the manual analysis failed to bring to light,

namely broken links for MGMT 290, CSI 321, and

CS 321, and mismatches for CS 221, and CIS 421.

These five courses will benefit from a closer analysis

of their pre-requisite skills, especially in view of
previous courses. Overall, the comparison of

manual analysis and CPN based analysis shows

that the later method is not only correct, but it is

also complete, while enabling a faster processing

without risk of human mistake.

Note here that after each deadlock, the pre-

requisite constraints have been relaxed by changing

the concerned course in the CPNmodel, in order to
continue exploring the state space and identify other

possible deadlocks. However, one could elaborate

an action plan using the algorithm explained in

section 2.3.3 (Fig. 3, and 4) to address all these

deadlocks, but this would be an institution-related

solution and hence is beyond the scope of this

current study that focuses on the modeling and

analysis method.

5. Limitations and future research

The described modelling paradigm and analysis
methodology is certainly faster and human-error

free as compared to a manual analysis of dependen-

cies in curriculum. In that sense, it offers a powerful

tool to assist curriculum designers to ensure a

coherent and harmonious curriculum.
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Table 2.Necessary andAcquired skills for courses in the CIS 511
dependency chain

Courses Necessary Skills Acquired Skills

CIS 211 E2, Comprehension
G1,Comprehension

CS 211 C1, Application

MGMT 290 D2, Application D2, Analysis

CS 221 C1, Analysis C1, Synthesis

CIS 321 B4, Analysis
C1, Analysis

B4, Synthesis
C1, Synthesis

CIS 315 I2, Comprehension

CS 311 B1, Application
C2, Application
I2, Comprehension

CIS 325 C1, Analysis C1, Synthesis

CS 321 C2, Analysis C2, Synthesis
I1, Application
I2, Comprehension

CIS 414 B1, Knowledge
B2, Comprehension
D2, Application

CIS 412 C1, Analysis B1, Application
B2, Application
B4, Comprehension
C1, Synthesis

CIS 423 C1, Analysis C1, Synthesis
D1, Application

CIS 421 B2, Analysis B2, Synthesis
B3, Application
B4, Application
C1, Application
C3, Application
D1, Application
I2, Comprehension
J1, Comprehension

CIS 511 B1, Synthesis
B2, Synthesis
B4, Application
C1, Synthesis
D1, Application
D2, Application
E2, Application
F1, Synthesis
F2, Application
G1, Knowledge
H2, Application
J2, Evaluation

B1, Synthesis
B2, Synthesis
B4, Application
C1, Synthesis
D1, Application
D2, Application
E2, Application
F1, Synthesis
F2, Application
G1, Knowledge
H2, Application
J2, Evaluation



The CPN model is generic enough for various

institutions to decide of their own definition of what

is a skill, and apply their own standards in terms of

pre-requisite and cognitive dependency. Neverthe-

less, the human and organizational aspects within

the faculty of the program is very important and

should not be ignored.Regarding the instructor, it is

necessary to have a mechanism that ensures that
faculty in previous, especially pre-requisite courses

actually teach to the course learning objectives.

Furthermore, regarding the students, it is also

essential to have an assurance of learning plan to

track student progress on achieving course objec-

tives. Otherwise, the analysis results would be

hypothetical pending rigorous teaching and assess-

ment activities. The described approach needs to be
considered complementary to existing mechanisms

ensuring teaching strategies and assessments means

conform to what is expected.

Finally, instead of using a Colored Petri Net

simulation software, it would be useful to develop

a dedicated software for curriculum verification,

enabling an easier modification of the curriculum

CPNmodel for even faster analysis. This follow-on
implementation is currently on-going in the Com-

puter Science department of the author’s institu-

tion.

6. Conclusion

This study presented a CPN-based modeling para-

digm capable of capturing both pre-requisite and

resulting cognitive dependencies in a curriculum,

and consequent analysis methodology that offers a

powerful tool to assist curriculum designers to

ensure a coherent and harmonious curriculum. On

the one hand, the integration of pre-requisite and

cognitive dependency ensures, based on proven
theoretical principles, a better learning environ-

ment. On the other hand, this tool can be of great

benefit especially during continuous quality

improvement activities, to assess the impact on the

rest of the curriculum of modifying a course con-

tent. An identified deadlock, whether it is a mis-

match or a broken link, reveals very valuable

information about the source of the problem. A
comprehensive case analysis enumerated the possi-

ble action-plan to take in case of deadlock to over-

come them.

The proposed method is generic enough to be
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Fig. 7. CIS 511 CPN model.

Table 3. Deadlocks encountered in the simulation of the CIS 511 CPN model

Course Required skills Available skills Issue

1 MGMT 290 D2, Application D2, not covered yet Broken link
2 CS 221 C1, Analysis C1, Application Mismatch
3 CIS 321 B4, Analysis B4 not covered Broken link
4 CS 321 C2, Analysis C2, not covered yet Broken link
5 CIS 421 B2, Analysis B2, Comprehension Mismatch
6 CIS 511 B1, Synthesis B1, Knowledge Mismatch
7 CIS 511 E2, Application E2, Comprehension Mismatch
8 CIS 511 F1, Synthesis F1, not covered Broken link
9 CIS 511 F2, Application F2, not covered Broken link
10 CIS 511 H2, Application H2, not covered Broken link
11 CIS 511 J2, Evaluation J2, not covered Broken link



adjusted to various institutions, allowing them to

decide of their own definition of what is a skill, and

apply their own standards in terms of pre-requisite

and cognitive dependency. Yet, the described

approach does not pretend to replace existing

mechanism ensuring that teaching and assessment
standards aremet, but rather needs to be considered

complementary.

The proposed modelling paradigm is explained

on a simple example and illustrated on a capstone

project offered in the College of Computer Science

and IT to verify the efficiency of the presented

approach. The obtained results are more compre-

hensive than a manual analysis, while being auto-
mated hence faster and more accurate.
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